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ABSTRACT
The technology biography combines and adapts a number
of qualitative data collection techniques to focus on past,
present and possible future domestic technologies.
Processes, concerns and problems of domestic life are
identified in order to develop illustrative product
suggestions to inspire or provoke designers.
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INTRODUCTION
There have been many previous studies on the design
process for products in the workplace. Less common are
studies on the home and these require different research
methods. The aim of the technology biography is to
produce a close reading of everyday objects and situations.
It identifies: past developments and historical trends of
importance to the participants; current uses of domestic
technology; concerns, problems and, by implication and
elicitation, desirable future developments.

ELEMENTS OF THE TECHNOLOGY BIOGRAPHY
Table 1 shows the elements of the procedure and indicates
likely areas of interest. Areas of interest will vary from
study to study, but when these areas were touched upon, the
data was invariably rich and interesting.

Element Areas of Likely Interest
Present:
Technology Tour
Last Time Questions

Tension, Conflict, Humour
Pattern, Routine, Disruption

Past:
Personal History Nostalgia, Loss, Celebration

Future:
Guided Speculation
Three Wishes

Hope, Fear, Scepticism
Problems addressed

Table 1: Steps of the Technology Biography

In Technology Tours [1] participants show the researcher

around their home and are questioned about how particular
technologies are used, by whom and how often. We also
conducted a PC desktop tour to gather data on computer
usage. Through an examination of competing accounts of
the same domestic spaces it was possible to identify
complex patterns of social and temporal use.

Last Time Questions e.g. "when’s the last time you really
enjoyed a domestic task?" were based on the critical
incident method [2] and elicited patterns, routines and
disruptions.

The Personal History section of the procedure focused on
the changes in domestic technologies that participants have
witnessed during their lifetime. Childhood and first home
memories were contrasted with the present to identify
concerns, trends and positive or negative developments.
Participants were first questioned about their childhood
memories of housework, who did it and how it was done,
then about how it was organized in their first home and
how this differed to the present. Similar questions were
then asked in relation to home entertainment.

Where appropriate during the visit the researcher would
describe new developments identified through a literature
survey and these were also discussed. At the end of the visit
participants reflected on these in a Guided Speculation
about future developments: what were their hopes and fears
for the homes of the future?

Finally an aspect of the  “Cultural Probe” [3] was adapted
to elicit three wishes - three pieces of paper with the words
“I wish I had…” on each page. They were instructed to fill
these in and return them whenever they encountered
problems that might be solved by future technological
developments.

THE PILOT STUDY
A single family of three households and seven individuals
was selected to pilot the study. This was an opportunity
sample in that the researcher was a close friend of the
family, but it was also an organic sample in that the roots of
the immediate family were followed to include a pre-
existing network of close relationships. Data was gathered
using the technology biography procedure described above.
Interviews were transcribed and coded using conventional
methods. Insights gained from the qualitative data were
compared with national statistics. Processes and concerns
were identified to inform general design implications. The
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discovery of particular problems within general concerns
led to the development of illustrative product suggestions.
Diagrams, drawings and computer-generated images were
produced to illustrate product ideas. These illustrative
product suggestions helped us to understand and reason
about the problem under discussion. They were not
necessarily practical product solutions but rather think
pieces to inspire or provoke designers. The following
sections summarise the key findings.
Labour saving devices do not save time
Participants confirmed the finding of time diary studies [4]
that labour saving devices, such as washing machines, do
not necessarily save time. Washing machines were
developed when whole days would be devoted to a weekly
wash. The automatic drum washing machine does not
provide a ready affordance to weekly washdays, a whole
day could be taken up waiting for cycles to complete.
Participants in the study did small daily washes. Illustrative
product suggestions included: a flat wall mounted machine
for quick daily washes; a few items of clothing, say a single
outfit, would be hung and washed with cycled water;
because the clothes would not be thrown around in a drum
which would cut down on or possibly eliminate ironing.

Domestic labour and anti-flow
Certain domestic tasks induce anti-flow. Anti flow may be
thought of as the polar opposite of Csikszentmihalyi’s
“flow” [5]. During anti-flow goals are clear but part of an
ongoing work pattern, there is control but little challenge. It
is characterized by an increase in self-consciousness and
time distortion in that a minute may seem like an hour. The
design implication here was to consider counter-intuitive
measures such as making domestic tasks more difficult in
order to better match skill and challenge. Illustrative
product suggestions included: a vacuum cleaner that would
project a game onto the carpet in front of it, only by
vacuuming the carpet in a particularly skilful and strategic
way could the user win the game; a domestic budget
planner with a game like interface where monsters would
represent expenses and weapons income; and an online
shopping interface based on a platform adventure game
where users would jump on brand logos to collect items.

Gendered domestic technology
Although housework is still statistically female work, there
is evidence of an attitudinal shift. For the participants in
there was at least an expectation that men would do an
equal share of the housework; while the men did not
necessarily do this, they at least felt guilty about it.
However, domestic technology and the labour processes
associated with it are closely tied to notions of gender and
identity. Most domestic technologies are implicitly or
explicitly gendered through design. The design implication
here was that as patterns of female employment outside  the
home change, housework appliances should be aimed at
men and key into the cultural themes of masculinity.

Illustrative product suggestions included an electronic
dishwashing brush that would look like a power tool.

The home as a site of conflict
Domestic space is a shared resource and competing
demands are made of it, in this sense, the home is a site of
conflict. Participants identified incompatibilities in
preferences over room temperature, lighting levels, and
audio volume in entertainment devices. The design
implication here was that technology should be
customisable for different individuals in the same room.
Illustrative product suggestions included: heated furniture
of the kind already available in cars, so that one side of a
sofa or one chair could be warmer than another; directional
lighting; and directional sound speakers.

The privatisation of space
The home appliances of the twentieth century have offered
technological rather than social solutions to problems of
shared space: the TV in the bedroom, the computer in a
spare room, the headphones for a HIFI – all privatise space.
The contemporary western workforce is mobile and there
has been an erosion of local communities. Participants were
concerned about the isolating effects of demographic
changes and technological developments such as the
internet and cable TV. The design implication here was to
restore the social connections that have been lost.
Illustrative product suggestions included: a street web site
where residents would upload information about
themselves and chat with neighbours.
DISCUSSION
The previous sections give examples of insights obtained
using technology biographies. Limited space has prevented
us from illustrating the full process by which these insights
were gained. However, the approach described here can be
viewed as a move towards a holistic and explicit method
that takes the researcher from home visits to provocative
illustrative product suggestions. None of the constituent
elements of the technology biography are entirely new, but
the results obtained indicate that by combining them in this
way valuable design insights can be obtained.
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